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Outline

CMIP3 simulations of change –means and ranges

Probability distributions for change in temperature and rainfall

Influence of ocean warming (SST) patterns on regional rainfall 

Regional Climate Futures

Mechanism for change, using Mk3 coupled and mixed-layer ocean versions

Preliminary CMIP5 results, and outlook for regional projections
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CMIP3 Multi-model Mean Change

Rainfall increase in Equatorial Pacific, little 

change elsewhere in tropics. Australian rainfall 

decreases in south and west.

Patterns of change are similar for other 

scenarios and decades –supporting 

‘pattern scaling’ approach.

Based on the 2080-2099 minus 1980-

1999 averages (A1B scenario), for which 

mean warming  Tg = 2.6 K

Show ‘standardized’ fields –per degree 

of global warming

Temperature T

Rainfall  P   (in % of base)

% change 

per K

In Australasian region, warming is mostly a 

little less than global average over ocean, but 

larger over land  -islands not resolved n.d
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Range of change across 23 models
SD for Temperature 

SD for Rainfall  

% change 

per °°°°C 

n.d

However, the local standardized changes from 

the models differ considerably, as seen from 

the standard deviation (SD) across the 23.

(Here using ‘trends per degree’ calculated over 

21st century, from A1B)

Local warming varies ±20% (1SD, of the 
mean change) over continental land, and 

the Southern Ocean. A peak of variation in 

Western Eq. Pacific  (or WEP).

Rainfall change varies over ±30% (of base 
climate) in Eq. Pacific. Large range over 

Australia, and Tropical Southeast Indian 

Ocean (TSI), but little in far south.
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Probabilistic Projections for Change

Assuming the climate models give a plausible simulation of large scale change, the best 

estimate for the real-world change is essentially the multi-model mean. 

We can represent uncertainty using probability density functions (PDFs).

Under pattern scaling approach, uncertainty follows from the range in 

For the 2007 CSIRO/BOM projections for Australia, a method was developed 

whereby each factor was represented by a PDF.

The product of the factors gave a PDF for the net (or actual) forced change. 

This has been applied to grid points over the globe, by Watterson and Whetton

(2011, J. Geophys. Res.) –we include decadal variability also.

(an extra slide illustrates this method)

• global warming, depending on the scenario (from the IPCC Assessment),

• local standardized change (for the seasonal case).
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Change in Annual Precipitation  by 2100, under A1B

P10 

P50 

P90 

Maps for three Percentiles from the 

PDF at each point

Use PDF method on ‘relative P’,  or change as a 

percentage of each model’s 1961-1990 rainfall

% 

At most points in this domain, the actual 

change could be of either sign. 

Note that in some places this uncertainty is 

small compared to natural variability (Power et 

al, J. Climate)

These results do not have the small-scale spatial 

variation simulated by CCAM (Katzfey’s talk)

Much of this range follows from the range 

in standardized changes. 

How can we understand this range?
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Correlation 

−0.90

Trying to understand the range of results in our region

Given the importance of ENSO to 

regional rainfall, it is interesting to 

relate the standardized changes in 

rainfall to those in T.

Take the average P change over 

Australia, and correlate with T at each 

grid point over the globe –using the 23 

pairs of values (each annual case).

The tropical dipole pattern suggests 

the use of a ‘Pacific-Indian Dipole’

index: WEP minus TSI. 

Calculate the values of this for each 

model.

r x 100

WEP
TSI

Scatter plot of 23 values of PID and Aus P 

–means (lines) are weakly +ve/−ve, but 

there are values of both signs
Mk3.5 

Mk3.0 

+ve PID 
Ref: Watterson 2012, Climatic Change
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How does the Pacific Indian Dipole index relate to regional change?

Calculate the correlation between the 23 values 

of PID index and the 23 local standardized annual 

changes at each gridpoint.

r

temperature

pressure

rainfall

Negative correlation extends from 

SE Asia through Australia

SE Asian waters have less 

warming for +ve PID

Pressure in East Indian Ocean higher, 

with larger PID
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Spread of values of two ‘ocean warming’ indices: global warming and PID

The two indices are almost uncorrelated

Try a partition of the 23 

models, according to indices, 

relative to mean values.

This gives four subsets: 

W ‘warmer’ or M ‘mild’

P Pacific or I Indian (warmer)

Models spread across the four. 

One mean value in each 

quadrant.

These could be used for 

physically-based ‘Regional 

Climate Futures’ approach

This influence of the SST pattern should be 

downscaled by CCAM using Katzfey’s method –

but none of the six models chosen were in MI
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Composites of rainfall change in 2100, under A1B scenario, for each 

subset of CMIP3 models

WI

MP
MI

WP

In Noumea rainfall declines in P cases, little change in I cases.
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Change in ocean heat flux 

convergence, in the coupled 

model, seems to drive the 

surface T change and the 

+ve PID response –as well as 

changes elsewhere.               

Is this change realistic?

A mechanism for the SST pattern is indicated by Mk3.5 experiments

Standardised change in T of 

two versions of Mk3.5:  

coupled A1B run

mixed-layer ocean doubled 

CO
2

run

coupled MLO

Little 

enhancement in 

WEP

coupled

For each decade in 21st C, 

calculate horizontal heat flux 

from T and currents, take 

convergence, and vertically 

integrate. 

Then regress against global T

W m−2 per K

See also Whetton

et al,  1996 

Climatic Change
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Rainfall region:

Correlation 

CMIP3 –A1B           

(23 models)

Mk3 ensemble           

(7 cases)

Australia −0.90 −0.82

West Eq. Pacific 0.68 0.96

East Indian Oc. −0.72 −0.90

Correlations between PID and regional rain changes

From CMIP3 ensemble

and Mk3 ensemble (four coupled, three mixed layer results)

Consistent relationships for these three Australasian regions
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Preliminary Results from CMIP5

Standardized changes have been calculated from 

simulations for the RCP8.5 forcing scenario. 

Form regional average indices for 20 models. 

Results provided by Janice Bathols, Craig Heady and 

colleagues, from the Australian ESG data sets.

Aus rain - PID

Global warming - PID

The Australian rainfall is again strongly 

related to the PID pattern –although half 

the models have little change in both.

Mk3.6

The spread of changes for GW-PID is 

not as uniform as in CMIP3 (so far).  

A central RCF partition?

r = −0.86
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Quantity:   

mean ± SD

CMIP3 –A1B           

(23 models)

CMIP5 –RCP8.5           

(20 models)

Global Warming 

over 21C

2.8  K  ± 22% 4.1 K ± 21%

Pacific-Indian 

index   (non-dim.)

0.05 ± 0.12 0.02 ± 0.13

Australian rainfall 

(mm d−1 /K)

−0.035 ± 0.086 −0.006 ± 0.097

Outlook for Regional Projections

The preliminary CMIP5 results indicate that projections of global warming will still have a 

considerable range, even for a single forcing scenario. 

The PID pattern remains important for Australasian rainfall. PID change is similarly uncertain. 

Australian rainfall projections will again feature changes of both signs. However, the best estimate 

for the mean may be near-zero. (This statistic may be dominated by the tropics.) 

More models are needed, with regard to a physically-based Regional Climate Future partition.

Ideally, the realism of the PID change should be assessed, potentially leading to reduced ranges.

Compare statistics of three 

indices from CMIP3, and 

the preliminary CMIP5 set.

(END)
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Represent each factor by a ‘probability density function’ (PDF)

Global warming for 2100, under A1B 

(relative to 1990)
Standardized annual T change at ‘Jakarta’ point

Net warming at 

Jakarta, for 

2100

Calculate PDF for product, using joint distribution

××××

Ref: Watterson and Whetton (2011) J. Geophys. Res.

Method:

Beta curve 

fitted to 23 

weighted 

values

Extra slides
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Use P50 values as ‘best estimate’. 

P10 and P90 represent (mild) extremes.

These results do not have the small-

scale spatial variation simulated by 

CCAM (Katzfey’s talk)

Change in T by 2100, under A1B

P10

P50

P90 

Maps for three Percentiles from the 

PDF at each point

K
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Composites of temperature change in 2100, under A1B scenario, for 

each subset of CMIP3 models

WP

MI MP

WI

Contour line shows mean global warming 2.8K

Much of the change relates to the global warming criterion

K
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Annual mean Precipitation and 10m wind vectors

mm/d

ERA-

Interim

1979-2008

Mk3.5

1961-1990

Answer to slide 1 question, Model
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